
Session/Game:  Thranconia Blueholme 2- G2         Date:  February 19, 2021
Up to Gnome Good Episode 2:  You Suck Stan
Campaign Date: February 16-20, YOR 2021
Characters:
Knobulous Rex, Gnome, Magic-User/Thief, level-1, Neutral (Dave N.)
Senior Beavis, Gnome, Fighter/Thief, level-1, Neutral (Dave N.)
Gnorman, Gnome, Thief, level-1, Neutral (Dave N.)
Ordinary Stan, Gnome, Thief, level-1, Neutral (Dave N.)
 
Judge: Solo Game:  Solo Dungeon Stocking Tables

Log:

Bilge Junction, February 16
After Knobulous recovered from his injuries, the gang decided to revisit Bilge Junction, 

the ghost-town where the Kobolds were hiding out.   They spotted what looked like an 
abandoned blockhouse in the ruins and determined to search it.

Discovering a stair to an underground level, they clmbed down and found an empty 
chamber.  Stan went over and checked a pile of dungeon garbage only to be bitten by a 
poisonous spider.  The spider bit him by surprise, paralyzing him.  Knobulous killed the spider 
with a sling attack and they rushed over to Stan.  Of course, Stan was the only one who had 
any hope of treating poison.  They dragged him back to the surface and the whole way home,
letting him rest for a couple of days to shake it off.

Bilge Junction, February 19
They returned to the spider chamber and searched it for secret doors, but did not find 

anything.  They entered a corridor outside, which had 2 piles of dungeon garbage, out of 
which crawled 3 giant centipedes.   (Stan of course has miised his move silently and alarmed 
the bugs).  Beavis kills two of the centipedes and Knobulous the other without anyone getting 
poisoned.  Keeping Stan back, they have Gnorman search the garbage, uncovering 100cp 
and a hammer and 12 spikes.  

After an ineffectual check of the door, Beavis pushes it open and they enter a cross-
wise corridor ahead.  Stan fails to notice a pit trap in the floor into which Knobulous and 
Gnorman fall, taking damage.  Beavis checks some dungeon garbage and finds 100gp.   Stan
spots a second pit trap and a spiral staircase to a lower level, which they decide to avoid.  
Turning the corner they find another garbage pile, which Stan inspects, fails to see another 
spider which poisons him again.   Knobulous kills it.   They take Stan and dump him outside 
under a pile of leaves.

Returning, they find a door near the corner, it is stuck, and Beavis fails to open it.  
Gnorman pushes it open to find 4 berserkers waiting inside.  Knobulous puts all 4 to sleep 
with his sleep spell, and they dump them in a pit trap in the hall behind them.  Beavis eximnes
a chest, finding 100gp and a jewel worth 1000gp.  Gnorman examines a barrel, but it’s full of 
bilge water.  Knobuolous checks a second chest, disarms a dart trap, but find it is magically 
locked.  Beavis uses his hand axe to try to chop through the chest, but this attracts the 
attention of 5 wandering Dwarves.   They make a deal for the dwarves to stand guard while 
the gnomes open the chest for a 50/50 split.   Eventually they chop it open and find 900sp 
and 900cp inside.   They split it and part ways.



.

Climbing over some rubble in the hall, they find a room with 3 coffins inside.  They all 
move silently into the room,   Here they find 3 berserkers, looking for their pals.   Knobulous 
fails a slng attack, Gnorman shoots 1 down and moves into the room,  Beavis moves into 
contact.   Next round, Beavis makes backstab, misses.   Knob misses sling,  Gnorman misses
arrow shot.  Low Rollers.  Berserker attacks Beavis, hits for 3.  Second one moves into 
contact  Gnorman tries to Move Silently behind a berserker fighting Beavis, fails.  Knob hides 
behind coffin (HS passes).  Next round,  both berserkers miss, Gnorman and Beavis each hit 
for 2 points.  Knob tries to sneak around behind the berserkers to backstab.

Knob backstabs with dagger:  for 6, killing 1 berserker  Now, all three gnomes attack 
the remaining berserker and murderize him.

hey each check a coffin:  Gnorman detects that his is locked and has scorpions inside; 
they decide to skip that one.   The other two  each have a jewel worth 300gp.

Checking a doorway near the rubble, it is stuck but not trapped.   Beavis fails to force it,
but tries again and succeeds, no surprise.   Inside there are 2 goblins, the gnomes let loose a 
volley of missiles and kill both goblins instantly.

Passing back into hall, find an alcove without exit.  Gnorman finds secret door.  3 orcs 
in creepy robes stand around a roasting pit and evil altar.   Gnorman botches his stealth.  
Neither side surprised.   Gnomes shoot missiles:  Gnorman and Knob hit.  Gnorm kills one, 
Knob wounds another.

Orcs have spears, and attack first,  one misses Beavis, the other hit Gnorm for 2, 
bringing him to club  Beavis misses,  Gnorman misses by one,  Knobulous manages to sneak
up on one Orc.

Knob back stab hits for 4, in the club.  Beavis finishes an orc, making a rampage 
attack, he lunges but misses the second orc.   Gnorman misses.  Orc misses.  Orc has 5 
morale, rolls 6 and turns to flee, but Beavis kills it.  

Knob heals 3 points to Gnorm, brining him to full.  Knobuulous dagger and Gnorman’s 
warhammer are both damaged in the fight.  Knobulous unlocks the untrapped chest there.  
There are a silver dagger and Scroll of Read Languages inside.  Gnorman fetches a battle 
axe from a dead berserker.  Knob has a spare dagger, so they decide to proceed.

Moving out of this section, past the pit trap, they find a locked door  Gnorman finds a 
trap and disarms it and unlocks the door.  They fail move silently and are themselves 
surprised by a Giant Toad.    It leaps into action and attacks Beavis hitting him for 2, but 
snagging him with tongue.  Beavis quick draws his axe but  misses.  Knob and Gnorm switch 
to melee weapons.     The toad bites Beavis for 3 more;  Gnorm hits for 2, putting toad into 
club.  Toad bites Beavis again for 4, putting him in the club.  Gnorman finishes the toad.  Knob
fails First aid on Beavis.   He drinks some wine, but is a bit wobbly.  Gnorm checks garbage 
finds 100cp

Bilge Junction, February 20
With Beavis banged up, they decide to return home, where they only give Stan and half

share, cause he sucks.

The Take: 

Cash:  Stan:  384, everyone else 768gp  (they only got ¾ value for gems because they sold 
them on Crossraods instead of a big city).  



Silver Dagger:  Beavis
Scroll of Read Langu—Knob
Hammer and 12 iron spikes:  Gnorman

XP:   Stan 508
Gnorman and Knob:  956 each
Beavis  912

Gnorman reaches 2nd level.


